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Benefits of
outdoor
recreation

• Economic
• Social
• Personal
• Environmental

Climate
change &
outdoor
recreation

• Supply (environmental conditions)
• Demand (visitor behaviors)

(Coombes, Jones, & Sutherland, 2009; Dawson, Havitz, & Scott, 2011; Fisichelli, Nicholas, Schuurman, Monahan, & Ziesler, 2015; Gossling & Hall, 2006; Lise & Tol, 2002;
Scott, Jones, & Konopek, 2007)

Visitors’
perceptions of
climate change
impacts

• Explored through:
– Surveys, focus groups

e.g., Leiserowitz 2006; Scannell & Gifford 2013

– Place-based framework
Hailu, Boxall & McFarlane 2005, Smith,
• Recreation demand e.g.,
Siderelis & Moore 2010, Hunt 2008

• Climate change Smith, Anderson & Moore 2012, Dawson, Havitz & Scott 2011

• Focus on meanings

Beckley et al. 2007, Stedman 2003

• What about physical attributes?
– Place form, destination image

e.g., Chen & Tsai 2007, Lee, Lee & Lee 2014, Assaker & Hallak 2013, Prayag & Ryan 2011

Social
media posts
as data

• What, when, where?
– Spatial & temporal patterns
• Place-making
• Ecosystem services
• Place form & meanings
• Visitation rates

• Observation à prediction
• Challenges:
– Application program interfaces (APIs)
– Consent, privacy & ownership
– Interpretation & replication

Di Minin, Tenkanen, & Toivonen 2015, Feick & Robertson 2015, Metaxas & Mustafaraj 2014, Richards & Friess 2015, van Zanten et al. 2016, Wood, Guerry, Silver & Lacayo 2013

Study Objective
Explore the destination image of a place through
social media posts (photographs + captions) of a
nature-based tourism region.
• Understand bio-physical components of place
• Identify potential resources for adaptation

Study Area

• On-site visitor survey
– Summer season (Jul. 15-Aug. 3, 2015)
– n = 1,398 (2,453 intercepts)

Methods

• Data generation (sticker)
• Scrape (Jul. 18-Sept. 7, 2015)
– Photos: n = 186 (usable)
– Unique users: n = 53
• Interpretive content analysis Drisko & Maschi 2015
– QSR Nvivo v. 10
• Inter-rater reliability
– 10% of the dataset à 3 researchers
– ICC > .792 (µ = .819)
– SPSS v. 24

Results –
visitors’
destination
image
• Categories:
– Natural resources
– Outdoor recreation
– Human subjects
– Built infrastructure
– Culture
– Affect

Category

Definition

Full (N)

Full (%)

Avid removed Avid removed
(N)
(%)

Photo includes imagery of natural resources;
205
45%
117
43%
text refers to a natural resource listed below.
Themes include: Wildlife, weather, waterfalls, rocks, plants, rivers, Lake Superior, inland lakes, landscapes, insects, forests, coastline.
Photos includes, or text references, an
2. Built infrastructure
70
15%
40
15%
element of built infrastructure
Themes include: Roads (waysides, transportation corridors, streetscapes), recreation infrastructure (e.g., trails, boat ramps, bridges), historic
sites, buildings (e.g., lighthouses, retail shops, restaurants) hotels, cabin or lodge.
Image or text containing or referring to a
3. Human Subjects
66
14%
44
16%
person.
Themes include: Self, recreation provider, pets, number of subjects in photo, family and friends, youth, mixed generation, adults
Photos depict and/or text includes a
4. Outdoor
51
11%
29
11%
reference to participation in a recreation
Recreation
activity listed below.
Themes include: Visiting cultural and historic sites, swimming, scenic driving, rock collecting, recreation constraints, recreation substitution,
picnicking, leisure at home, interpretation, visitor's center, signs, museums, hunting, hiking, gathering wild plants (foods), fishing, creating art,
contemplation, rock climbing, camping, campfires, boating, bicycling, ATV use.
Text containing, “awe,” “epic,” “best,” etc. or
5. Affect
39
9%
18
7%
“horrible,” “worst,” “lame” etc.
Themes include: Include both references to positive and negative emotional responses.
Photo includes images and/or text references
6. Culture
29
6%
22
8%
a cultural component listed below.
Themes include: Ojibwe (native American symbols or cultural references), food and drink, art
1. Natural Resources

Natural resources
Open water
Lake Superior
Rocks
Human subjects
Family/friend
Adult
Outdoor recreation
Rock climbing
Affect
Positive

Natural resources
Open water
Waterfalls
Rocks
Outdoor recreation
Hiking
Culture
Affect
Positive
Devil's Kettle Falls. Another great hike...and
interesting too! The stream on the left falls
into a huge gorge, and nobody knows
where the water comes out. Hmm.
#mynorthshore

Implications

• Qualitative analysis of social media data
• Understand sense of place, extension of:
– Mapping meanings
– Place names
• Pair with other assessments to inform climate
change adaptation
• Place-based marketing
– Real time
– Language

Lowery & Morse 2013, IPM 2016, Williams 1995, Yung, Freimund & Belsky 2003, Meszaros 2015, Assaker & Hallak 2013, Chen & Tsai 2007, Prayag & Ryan 2011, Lee, Lee &
Lee 2014, Sancar & Severcan 2010

Applying
this
technique to
other cases

Limitations
• Biased population
• Two way communication
• Ethical, methodological concerns
• Parsing data
Opportunities
• Mechanical turk
• Focus groups
• Younger perspectives
• Physical attributes

Future
research
• Social media posts & traditional “photovoice”
• Destination image & trip anticipation/planning
• Place form & place meanings
• Citizen science
– Vulnerable resources
– Impacts (events)

Questions?

All photos courtesy #MyNorthShore data set or Allie McCreary.

